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E D I TO R I A L

Antonio Felice*

We have been working on this
initiative in the hope of doing
something useful for a good
cause: raise awareness and in-
crease the global appreciation

of a fruit which represents the best of Italy in fresh pro-
duce. The best quality, the best organization in produc-
tion and sales, the best innovation.
As highlighted by others in the next pages, apple is the
Italian most exported fruit, but this doesn’t mean
much: Italian apple’s placement on global market is an
open challenge; some positions need to be defended,
some others to be attacked; some large markets do not
yet deal with Italian apple; there are increasingly ag-
gressive competitors which are able to close important
transactions even if they are negotiating a product
with little, or even nothing, to share with the Italian
apple quality.
Apple is the fruit on which Italian growers are doing
the hardest efforts to innovate varieties, paying atten-
tion on tastes both the Italian consumers and the ones
of the other target markets.
More: apple is the fruit with the highest percentage of
organic product, thanks to associations of producers
which represent the main growers of organic apples in
Europe.
The best production’s areas - mainly located along the
mountain range of the Alps, but also on hills and in Po
Valley - host, beside the traditional varieties, Club va-
rieties of foreign origin that in Italy give extraordinary
quality results.
Venosta Valley is an Alpine valley where an association,
strong of 1,700 growers, calls its territory the Apple Pa-

radise; it may seem lack of humility, but it is just the
truth: it is a dry valley, with altitudes and thermal
shocks by day to night which are ideal for producing
high quality apples. This area is among the most suita-
ble in the world to produce apples, a real paradise for
this fruit and its estimators. But the neighbouring ter-
ritories of South Tyrol and Trentino, on the Alps’ eastern
side, are no less, as well as the Piedmont’s areas, on
the western side. We can say that there is no important
international variety that is not being successfully cul-
tivated in good quantities in Italy. This is not only about
terrains, but, sure, it is also about the high level of spe-
cialization achieved by Italian growers.
As everybody knows, Europe has opened an important
debate on sustainability and salubrity of agricultural
productions that catches the citizens and societies’
new sensibilities. In the meanwhile, production also
faces the challenge of climate change which requires
knowledge and new agronomic and varietal choices.
Italy of apples is working on these important matters.
And we can proudly state that it is ahead and is lea-
ding at international level.
How many apple buyers in the world are aware of this
Italian excellence? Not a few, luckily, but there is a
large market segment that has yet to discover the qua-
lity of this special production, from Asia to Africa, to
South America.
This publication, at its second edition (the first was pu-
blished in 2017) thanks to the commitment of the pu-
blisher of the historical specialized magazine Corriere
Ortofrutticolo, aims to disclose  where, what and who
of Italian apple to the greatest reachable number of
importers, suppliers and retailers worldwide. Where
apple is produced in Italy. What about quantities and
most important varieties. Who the best growers and
exporters are.
Italian Apples 2021 is sent by email in PDF format to
importers, suppliers and retailers of the five continents
and distributed in printed copies in international exhi-
bitions.

*Italian Apples project manager

APPLES WHERE, WHAT, WHO.

FOR A BETTER KNOWLEDGE 
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Growers’ aggregation, 
a path to keep following 

E D I TO R I A L

Elisa Macchi*

Apples’ production and trade
show an underlying stability in
Italy. Apples' industry can be
considered the most stable

among all Italian fresh produce sectors and has a both
domestic and foreign important market. The varieties’
replacement is playing a major role in maintaining the
competitiveness of the system. The decrease in produc-
tion of classic varieties is being compensate by the in-
crease of the  recent varieties, such as Gala, Fuji, Pink
Lady, and of many emerging Club varieties.
The sector has not only held up in the most suitable
mountain areas, from South Tyrol to Trentino and Pied-
mont - which undoubtedly represent the largest
amount and the highest quality levels - but it has a
hold also on the plain, where growers have count on
varieties that can provide more revenue, starting with
Gala. In all the dedicated areas, we are witnessing a
dynamic and important activity of companies, keeping
investing on apples.
It is true that apple cultivation is growing in other
Countries too, starting from Europe, but there is a dif-
ference: Italy manages to stand out with a premium
product and to be distinguished for this feature on in-
ternational markets. It is no coincidence that apple is
at the top of the most exported Italian fruit ranking.
The challenge, we Italians have to face now, is getting
an even greater aggregation in apple industry in order
to get the power to reach the farthest markets with
chance of success. The aggregation of production has
become a huge competitive factor. Apple is anyway the
Italian fruit whereby we have already witnessed an ag-
gregation of growers we cannot found for any other
product. Now, it is a path to keep following.
It is true that competitors are growing. See Poland,

which has achieved the productive leadership among
European Countries, but we have to consider that
about the half of the Polish production goes to the pro-
cessing industry. I honestly see that our Country is one
step ahead of all in Europe. It does not absolutely mean
we have to rest on our laurels, but all the news from
companies confirm that it is not the case. Because of
the current investments, we can therefore foresee that
over the medium term the Italian production will not
only stay competitive, but it will also be able to aspire
new results in the international limelight as quickly as
the competent authorities will conclude the bilateral
agreements required to be able to enter new markets.
Finally, I believe that, on a global level, Italian apple
performs well and it can further get stronger.
The picture of the European production in 2020 sees
Italy ranked in second place, with 2,080,000 tons, sta-
ble compared to 2019, behind Poland, with 3,400,000
tons approximately, and before France, with 1,430,000
tons approximately, Germany, with 950,000 tons, and
Spain, with 450,000 tons. Generally, all European
Countries, including those of the Balkan Region, have
reported productions below their potential in the years
2019-2020. This is due to different factors, but it should
be taken into account an element that may cause si-
milar situations during next years too: climate change.
European production is considered to be equal to 11
million. Italy represents about 20% of it, but quality
makes and will make the difference, as well as the or-
ganization related to export. On this basis Italy will be
able to keep playing a leading role in both European
and global apple industry.

*CSO Italy Executive Director - Ferrara
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Italian apple and 
the new markets’ challenge

E D I TO R I A L

Giulia Montanaro*

Apple is the most exported fruit
from Italy. With a total national
average production of 2,2 mil-
lion tons per year, every season

about 900 thousand tons are exported. 
European Union has been the main market for Italian
apples for quite long time and even now more than
half of the total exportations have Germany and Spain
as main destination Countries. Nevertheless, Middle-
East Countries (first of all Saudi Arabia) and North
Africa, particularly Egypt, have gained further rele-
vance over the years. Moreover, in recent years, exports
have been considerably increasing in South America
(Brasil) and especially in the Far East, with the exploit
of the Indian market, where 50 thousand tons have
been exported in the 2018/2019 season. New and unu-
sual destinations have become part of the importer
Countries’ list for Italian apples, from Hong Kong to
Singapore, from Sri Lanka to Malesia.  
Facing a national and an European market not as re-
ceptive as in the past, an increasing production in Eu-
rope and neighbouring Countries and an evident
imbalance between supply and demand, Italian players
have been working for years in order to open new mar-
kets and commercial outlets. After long and difficult
negotiations, finally, in 2020 three new Countries - with
a promising potential according to exporters - have
been officially opened to Italian apples: Taiwan, Thai-
land and Vietnam. In each of these Countries, the good
reputation of the Made in Italy, the sustainable pro-
duction and the new varieties can definitely play in fa-
vour of our Country’s production.
The process to open a new market is certainly not easy.
Once identified the potential market, Assomela, the Ita-
lian Association of Apple Producers, works together

with the national institutions - first of all with the Mi-
nistry of Agriculture and the diplomatic missions all
over the world - to prepare the necessary technical do-
cumentation to carry out the negotiations on opening
up of markets, acting as trait-d’union between players
and institutions. After providing the required informa-
tion, Assomela, in collaboration with CSO Italy, which
has been dealing for years with the opening of new
markets for different Italian fruit and vegetables, orga-
nizes the audits of phytosanitary inspectors at the fa-
cilities and orchards of its members-companies in Italy,
as requested by the foreign authorities. Export can fi-
nally start only when the last conditions for entry in
the new market have been negotiated, through a bila-
teral protocol between the respective phytosanitary
authorities.
It is undeniable that, despite the long and tough ne-
gotiations, the exporting procedures are quite challen-
ging for some Countries, and they involve the effort of
many different actors; infact, entering in potentially im-
portant markets requires organization, excellent pro-
duct quality and all the time necessary to build
costumers and consumers' loyalty. We are very com-
mitted in this direction so that the new markets’ chal-
lange can be won.

*ASSOMELA, the Italian 
Association of Apple Producers, 
head of international relations
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No future without research 
and development

E D I TO R I A L

Walter Guerra*

I am convinced that the goal of
R&D institutions should always
be the support of companies in
the apple sector with research

and experimental activities to ensure the quality of
agricultural projects and increase the competitiveness
of the companies, in order to develop rapidly imple-
mentable solutions to current problems, to bring inno-
vations to agriculture, and to tackle fundamental topics
of strategic importance for the future. The main chal-
lenges and at the same time opportunities of the on-
going decade are topics like climate change,
digitalization, smart farming, sustainable and resilient
production systems, circular economy, efficient use of
resources, agrobiodiversity, quality and health. The
apple orchard of 2030 will be different and smarter!
To cover all these issues we need increasing inve-
stments in R&D and there are evident signals that the
major apple growing areas in Italy realized this need
of knowhow and continue to support running and fu-
ture projects, being aware that the alternative is clo-
sing down the day they won’t be up to date anymore.
In the apple sector innovations come rather as evolu-
tions than revolutions, but once they are there and get
settled, they will last for a long time.
Think about new cultivars: although there is a lot of
excitement around the topic of new varieties the pre-
views show that even in 10 years the leading varieties

in the apple world will be Golden Delicious, Red Deli-
cious, Gala, Fuji, Idared, Jonagold, Granny Smith and
Braeburn. Those varieties were discovered as chance
seedlings or bred decades if not centuries ago and they
were introduced without a defined marketing strategy.
The polyclonal variety group of Gala is a classic exam-
ple of a commodity where clonal optimization is occu-
ring. In recent years we are facing both a further
expansion of the surface planted with Gala but also a
consistent substitution of old mutant orchards which
are not remunerative anymore with a new generation
of better colouring Gala mutants.
Moving from commodities and their clonal optimiza-
tion to the development of new cultivars, in the past
decades a worldwide increase of apple breeding pro-
grams has been noticed, with a raising share of bree-
ding efforts financed by private organizations, mostly
nurseries or marketing organizations.Talking about the
variety types of the future, the apple community is loo-
king for (scab) resistant varieties, yellow alternatives
to Golden Delicious, high colouring varieties for warm
climates, Mini/snack/children varieties, red or deep yel-
low fleshed varieties, varieties with superior texture
and/or flavor, supersweet varieties, hypoallergenic va-
rieties, varieties for diabetics or fructose-intollerance
and, why not, seedless varieties. It will take some time
before all these new exciting apple varieties will get
to the consumer, but they will surely change their pre-
ferences and habits.

* Research Centre Laimburg, South Tyrol
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P R O D U C T I O N, VA R I E T I E S, T R A D E  A N D  C O M PA N I E S

A single region, divided into South Tyrol and Trentino,
represents 68% of Italian apple production. More: al-
most one and half a million tons produced in this area
are concentrated in five Alpine valleys: Adige Valley, Ve-
nosta Valley, Non Valley, Sole Valley and Valsugana.
The Alps are the suitable area of the production. In Pied-
mont and Friuli the production is also concentrated in
Alpine valleys or at the foot of the mountains. Only in
Veneto and Emilia-Romagna apple production takes
place on plain, with suitable varieties, while an intere-
sting percentage of the production, that is indicated with
“Other” in our table, takes place on Campania’s hills,
with the typical varieties of the South. Data here below
highlight that South Tyrol has lost about 93 thousand
tons and 460 hectares. They don’t explain why this hap-
pened: the strong varietal renewal, the increase of or-
ganic production, the agronomic innovation.

ALPS, THE PRIVILEGED ORCHARD

ITALY

South Tyrol
Trentino
Piedmont

Veneto

Emilia Romagna

Friuli V.G.

Lombardy

Others

2018

991,934

565,064

203,673

216,861

178,177

42,377

25,995

40,000

2019

976,956

472,513

198,727

173,648

162,677

42,189

23,876

45,000

2020

899,046

532,990

230,087

187,379

149,906

44,890

24,814

45,000

Country’s total

43%

25%

11%

9%

7%

2%

1%

2%

Apples production in the Italian Regions (tons)
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17,760

9,760

6,144
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1,246
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8,271
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1,249

1,549
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2020

17,303

10,000
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5,925

4,474
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Country’s total

32%

18%

11%

11%

8%

2%

3%
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Apples production areas in the Italian Regions (hectares)

Source: ISMEA/ISTAT

Italian Apple’s Regions

1. South Tyrol
2. Trentino
3. Piedmont
4. Veneto
5. Emilia-Romagna
6. Friuli V. Giulia
7. Lombardy

1
2

3
4

5

7
6

13Blooming in Adige Valley (up) and in Ferrara (below) pictures by VOG / MelaPiù
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14 Apple orchard in Venosta Valley with view to Ortles, the highest mountain of South Tyrol

WHERE

15picture by VIP

SOUTH TYROL
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16 Plateau Renon with view to the mountain Sciliar 

WHERE

17picture by VOG
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18 Orchard close to Merano with view to the Castle Tirolo 
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19picture by VOG
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20 Orchard at Plateau Renon with view to the Odle Group picture by VOG

WHERE SOUTH TYROL

21From apples to food and beverages through high technologies by VOG Products
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22 Processing and technologies pictures by VOG Products

WHERE SOUTH TYROL

23Scientific laboratories in Laimburg Research Centre pictures by Ivo Corrà
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24 Orchards in Non Valley with view to Castel Thun

WHERE

25picture by Melinda

TRENTINO
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26 Hypogeal cells, a unique solution for apples conservation in Rio Maggiore, Non Valley   

WHERE

27y   picture by Melinda
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………

Monastero SS Farm in Dronero, Cuneo

WHERE

29picture by Rivoira

PIEDMONT
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PIEDMONT



30 Organic apples grown at Tetto Bernardo's Farm in Cuneo pictures by Gullino

WHERE PIEDMONT

31Apple harvest and protected orchards in Ferrara pictures by MelaPiù

WHERE PO VALLEY
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P R O D U C T I O N  &  E X P O R T S

production
& exports

[From production to varieties, from tradition 
to innovation, from quantity to quality
the rules of the global competition are changing.
Italy plays its game on all fronts as a protagonist
in the world apple market
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After years in which apple production was on the rise
around the world (in the decade 2006-2016 the growth
exceeded 40% according to the World Apple Review by
Belrose), the situation from 2016 to 2020 is more or
less stable around 70 million tons. If we add the pro-
duction of Countries not included in the international
official statistics, such as India and Iran, we can reach
an overall figure of 75 million tons. But what is happe-
ning in the apple world and makes the difference, is not
primarily about quantities but quality, not about pro-
duction in general but varieties. Who has the best va-
rieties in the farm is the winner in the apple global
competition and can be successful even in a market full
of players and where consumption remains stationary
or - for some Countries - is decreasing.
If we include apples for processing, worldwide more
than 80 million tons of apples are produced per year.
Production is concentrated in the Northern Hemisphere,
particularly in China, Europe mainly with Poland and
Italy, and the United States. Important producers are
also Turkey and the above mentioned India and Iran.
Chile is number one in the Southern Hemisphere, where

some other Countries without such a big production,
such as South Africa and New Zealand, have achieved
a good organization in export becoming formidable
competitors in different markets. Since 2011, Russia has
significantly increased its production in Southern Re-
gions between Black Sea and Caucasus. 
China, according to all sources, has a production unri-
valled by other Countries. It produces more than half of
the global harvest. It could dominate the international
market but, for different reasons, its production reaches
only a few markets - from Southeast Asia to Russia and
Africa - and caters mostly to the domestic market,
where for some years demand of apples from abroad
is also increasing, particularly from the United States.
The Countries with the largest percentage gains in
apple production are China, Poland and Turkey.
USA is the second world player and its production is
aimed at the Americas and Asia-Pacific. US production
is estimated to be between 4 and a half million to over
5 million tons. The American market is stable. A breath
of fresh air comes from organic productions, increasin-
gly successful in the States even because the US are the

P R O D U C T I O N  &  E X P O R T S

world production

TOP WORLD VARIETIES. If we exclude China, the top apple varieties in the world are Golden Delicious, Red Delicious and
Gala. In Europe Golden and Gala are leaders, in USA number one is Red Delicious, second is Gala and third Golden. In Turkey
Red Delicous is number one, Golden second and Gala third. In Mexico number one is Golden.
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largest consumption market in the world for organic
apples.
If we exclude the European bloc - which we will write
about briefly below - an area between the Middle East
and India also stands out in apple production and will
make its presence felt on the world market in the co-
ming years. Turkey is already the world's third largest
player now, with a production over the 3 million and a
half tons, and is growing in exports. India, which pro-
duces more or less the same quantity of tons as Turkey,
can only try to satisfy internal consumption, not having
the necessary organization to cope with export. India
is rather a fairly attractive market for European, New

Zealander, American and Chinese exporters. Between
Turkey and India, another mysterious giant is emerging:
Iran now should rank around seventh in the world, with
about two million and a half tons, and perhaps closer
than India to entering into a good position among the
exporting Countries. In the Middle East there are in fact
gaps left by Syria, whose apple production has flagged
because of the long and exhausting civil war, and Iran
could benefit from it more than other competitors (Tur-
key for example) in the area.
Russia, the largest importing Country of apples, is inve-
sting in new plants in the South, with the support of go-
vernment plans aimed at giving the Country greater
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China

USA

Turkey

Poland

Italy

Chile

France

Ukraine

Brazil

Germany

South Africa

Russia

Mexico

New Zeland

Argentina

Serbia

Moldova

Spain

Canada

Hungary

Other

TOTAL
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43,882

5,114

2,825

4,035

2,272

1,635

1,515

1,117

826

1,033

902

1,736

714

539

774

400

412

495

329

498

3,125.45

73,876.45

2017

44,500

4,737

2,004

2,870

1,704

1,675

1,424

1,007

1,329

597

940

1,100

714

506

545

400

487

480

298

530

2,687.79

70,236.79

2018

32,000

4,880

3,090

4,810

2,264

1,761

1,477

1,458

1,094

1,093

884

1,300

660

576

557

460

665

476

366

782

3,622.27

63,909.27

2019

43,000

4,990

3,524

2,910

2,096

1,665

1,651

1,151

1,101

991

878

1,000

761

554

550

500

610

555

357

452

3,257.55

72,205.55

2020

40,000

4,661

3,684

3,400

2,080

1,540

1,431

1,215

1,150

951

922

920

750

586

550

531

530

467

403

350

3,009

68,727

WORLD APPLE PRODUCTION BY COUNTRY - THE TOP TWENTY

x 1000 tons

Source: WAPA (the World Apple and Pear Association)

Note: the figure for India is not indicated in the official statistics but has fluctuated in the recent years between 1,800 and 2,500 thousand
tons. Iran is also outside: its apple production is calculated between 2,000 and 2,500 thousand tons per year. The figure for China is the
official one released by the central authorities outisde any control by indipendent sources.
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largest consumption market in the world for organic
apples.
If we exclude the European bloc - which we will write
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WORLD APPLE PRODUCTION BY COUNTRY - THE TOP TWENTY

x 1000 tons

Source: WAPA (the World Apple and Pear Association)

Note: the figure for India is not indicated in the official statistics but has fluctuated in the recent years between 1,800 and 2,500 thousand
tons. Iran is also outside: its apple production is calculated between 2,000 and 2,500 thousand tons per year. The figure for China is the
official one released by the central authorities outisde any control by indipendent sources.
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self-sufficiency. But it will take years to achieve this goal.
Meanwhile, if the Russian ban on imports from Europe
were to end, Russia would again be the major commer-
cial outlet for European productions, in particular from
Poland and Italy. In the meanwhile, the imported apples
from China, Serbia and Turkey are certainly not of the

same standard as the European ones.
In the Southern Hemisphere, Chile, South Africa and
New Zealand dominate the situation: Chile more than
others for its consistent production volumes (sixth
Country in the world for production), South Africa and
New Zealand for quality and organisational efficiency
which make them two of the strongest exporters wor-
ldwide.
In this global scenario Italy oscillates around the fifth
position. The Country believes in apple industry more
than others as evidenced by the strong varietal innova-
tion and the position among the top fresh apple expor-
ters. Italy infact is one of the three strongest apple
exporters in the world and maybe the most competitive
for variety assortment. The Italian Trentino South Tyrol
region is second in the world only to Akima and Wenat-
chee Valleys (Washington State, USA) regarding apple
production.

Golden Fuji is the most widespread variety in China
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european production
The European Union is the second apple production
area in the world after China and before the United Sta-
tes. European production has a potential around 13 mil-
lion tons. In 2020 production decreased of 1%
compared to 2019 with a crop of 10 million 711 thou-
sand tons because of impact of several spring frosts
mainly affecting Central and East EU. In the same year,
crop was 4% lower than the 3-year average. But the un-
derlying trend is stable after the explosion of crops in
Poland in the last decade. The growth in quantities has
been replaced almost all over Europe by a strong com-
mitment to varietal renewal, to productive aggregation

and to the best commercial organization.
Since 2011, Poland is the first European apple grower;
in that year it exceeded for the first time 2 million tons,
leaving behind Italy, which, however, remained the lea-
der in exports and in quality productions for fresh con-
sumption. Poland has exceeded 3 million tons in 2013,
almost reaching 4 million tons two years later. In the
2015-16 season for the first time Polish production rate
exceeded 4 million tons. Poland became and still is
today the largest supplier of cheap apples for the Euro-
pean processing industry. In 2020 on a total production
of 3,4 million tons, Poland sets aside for processing 1

Production

Processing

Fresh

Ratio fresh

Ratio processing

Source: WAPA (The World Apple and Pear Association)

2016

11,834,000

3,536,000

8,298,000

70%

30%

2017

9,251,000

2,652,000

6,599,000

71%

29%

2018

13,275,000

4,725,480

8,548,520

64%

36%

2019

10,783,000

3,224,000

7,559,000

70%

30%

2020

10,711,000

3,293,000

7,418,000

69%

31%

EUROPEAN APPLE PRODUCTION FOR FRESH CONSUMPTION AND FOR PROCESSING
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Total EU
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2,272
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1,033

495

11,834

2017

2,870

1,704

1,424

597

480

9,251

2018

4,810

2,264

1,477

1,093

476

13,275

2019

2,910

2,096

1,651

991

555

10,783

2020

3,400

2,080

1,431

951

467

10,711

Ukraine

Serbia 

Moldova

1,117

400

412

1,007

400

487

1,458

460

665

1,151

500

610

1,215

531

530

APPLE PRODUCTION IN EUROPE TOP 5 BY COUNTRY

EUROPE EXTRA UE TOP 3 BY COUNTRY

Source: WAPA (the World Apple and Pear Association)

x 1000 tons
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Pink Lady

Ambrosia

Envy

Joya

Honey Crunch

Juliet

*Forecast

Source: WAPA (The World Apple and Pear Association)

2016

172,000

16,000

1,620

4,300

15,000

8,500

2017

178,000

17,000

3,250

6,700

15,000

9,500

2018

171,000

21,000

6,487

6,250

18,000

11,500

2019

157,000

22,000

13,260

6,600

17,000

12,000

2025*

270,000

39,500

28,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

2020*

200,000

24,000

16,000

8,500

12,000

14,000

CLUB VARIETIES IN EU COUNTRIES

million 870 thousand tons equal to 55 per cent of the
total (the same percentage for Italy is 12). Anyway, in
last years, Poland is growing in productions targeted at
the fresh market and is facing new commercial outlets
in different Countries with increasing force thanks also
to the support of the government.
Poland is therefore one of the fourth largest producers
behind China, the United States and - depending by the
climatic trend - before or after Turkey. However, no Eu-
ropean nation expresses the tradition and quality of the
Italian apple industry, the fifth largest world producer
in the official ranking since many years and among the
three first apple exporters. The quality and the good or-
ganization of the Italian production is a precise coun-
terpart: the Italian apple is one of the more appreciated
in the world. No other big producer in the world exports
half of its total production.
Other EU Countries whose production of apples is not
negligible are France, Germany and Spain, without for-
getting that at the EU borders, Ukraine produces over 1
million tons and Serbia is growing with over half a mil-
lion tons (more than Spain) such as Moldova. France,
with an average production of 1 million and a half tons,
it should be remembered for the attention to quality and
the propensity to export. Germany, which also produce
1 million apples for domestic consumption, is a very
strong importer throughout the year. Spain, despite a
production area limited to the inner Catalonia, keeps up
the quality of European production and counts on an
interesting export quota.
Regarding the main varieties, Golden Delicious, which
counted on over 2 and a half million tons in 2015, de-
creased to 1,964 million tons in 2020 with a loss of 13%

in just one year. The queen-variety is losing positions
year by year all over Europe and in less than 10 years it
could lose the scepter. Gala, on the other hand,  rose sli-
ghtly to 1,490 million tons in 2020. After its spectacular
increase in 2018, Idared replicated in 2019 low results,
while Red Delicious decreased by 3% to 660 thousand
tons in the same time.The varieties Club phenomenon -
starting with the Pink Lady, which is still leading the
pack and will still be well beyond 2025 -  is growing
especially in Italy and France. Among these varieties,
Ambrosia and Envy are winning a place in the sun, but
the apple Club story in Europe is just beginning.

From the  North East to the North West, from the Centre
to the South: the apple crops really cover a large area
in Italy. The Alpine valleys of Trentino South Tyrol region
and of Valtellina in Lombardy, the hills of the province
of Cuneo, the plain from the Western Veneto to Emilia
Romagna, and for some ancient apple niche varieties
the slopes of Vesuvius and Etna, these are the areas of
election of the Italian apple.
Almost half of the production comes from the valleys of
South Tyrol, particularly the Adige Valley and Venosta
Valley, highly specialized areas at the world top level.
There isn't in Europe a place comparable to this. The te-
chniques have been refined from generation to genera-

italian
production
and exports
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tion, the organization of production started from the
bottom, from the farmer that at some point decided to
get together with other farmers to form cooperatives
and afterwards consortiums of cooperatives, starting by
the famous VOG and VIP. 
Without the perfect organization achieved in these val-
leys Italy would not have been the world's leading ex-
porter of apples, present in 90 Countries, although being
the fifth apple producer. Immediately to the south of
these Alpine valleys there is the sunny Val di Non, in
Trentino, the kingdom of the Golden Delicious and of
an ancient and famous apple variety as Renetta. Further
down to the South and then turning to the West, com-
panies of long tradition as Mazzoni, Salvi, Rivoira, Gul-
lino and big cooperatives as Apofruit, Agrintesa and
Lagnasco, and finally in the South the last "apple di-
strict" with the ancient, little and juicy apple Annurca,
recently rediscovered by Italian consumers but already
in use at the time of the Roman Empire as it emerged
from the  archaeological Herculaneum excavations. Of
course, if it weren't for the small mountainous region
of Trentino South Tyrol, with its million and a half tons
and over, the Italy of apples would not have the weight
it has. It would count less than France and a bit more
than Spain. In Italy, the apple production in 2020 stood
at 2 million 80 thousand tons, in line with that of 2019.
In the world of the global apple trade Italy contends the
primacy in exports to China and has exceeded the Uni-
ted States. Premium quality is the key of the Italian pro-
ducts in the domestic and International markets even if
the competition is hard because it’s played on the
thread of a few euro cents per kilo. There are no precise
data on China's exports, which nevertheless recorded
increases mainly due to the growth of exports to Russia

2019/20

687,620

763,561

0,88

2018/19

825,538

695,126

0,84

2017/18

741,268

770,230

1,04

ITALIAN APPLES: Exports in volume, value
and average price (source CSO Italy - ISTAT)

TONS

UE 28
Germany

Spain

UK

Sweden

France

Czech Republic

The Netherlands

Denmark

Austria

Finland

AFRICA
Egypt

Libya

Algeria

MIDDLE EAST
Saudi Arabia

Jordan

UAE

EUROPE EXTRA UE
Norway

Switzerland

Albania

FAR EAST
India

AMERICA
Brazil

TOTAL

2019/2020

546,446

235,091

63,414

35,007

31,621

26,963

19,950

19,787

18,791

17,094

14,359

116,471

100,694

9,712

1,656

100,021

53,308

15,486

11,530

55,096

22,516

13,858

5,733

31,324

28,493

15,265

6,1248

867,620

2018/2019

477,598

189,706

74,445

36,981

27,723

40,586

4,692

19,411

16,515

9,061

11,797

98,961

73,941

12,805

7,836

123,324

60,855

16,068

19,916

42,379

21,193

11,749

4,461

51,998

48,081

23,147

14,331

825,538

2017/2018

568,361

293,576

46,148

30,360

28,367

17,560

14,728

23,048

16,540

23,005

11,569

35,102

25,721

7,959

0

70,590

36,457

12,623

9,549

49,668

22,398

17,094

3,741

5,199

4,156

8,519

3,715

741,268

ITALIAN APPLES MAIN DESTINATIONS

Volume (tons.)

value (1,000 euro)

average price (euro/kg)

Eplì variety by Lagnasco Group (Piedmont)
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after the Russian ban to fresh produce importations
from EU Countries and the US in August 2014. In that
year China exported fresh produce for 865,048 tons
against the 974,847 tons of Italy (source: World Apple
Review 2018 by Belrose). But 2014 marked a turning
point for the simple reason that Russia was and is the
first Country in the world for apple import. And for apple
export from China was a new beginning while Italy star-
ted a frantic search for new markets.
The export of fruit and vegetables is a strategic element
of the Italian food industry and apples occupy a leading
position. During the 2015-16 marketing year, the total
export of apples has exceeded one million tons, second
only to the already large amount of the 2014-15 season
(+ 7%). In 2018 Italian exports fell to 741,000 tons to
start over to grow by the following season.
The European Union continues to be the main destina-
tion of Italian apples. The main market is Germany with
235,091 tons in 2020, followed in order of importance
by Egypt, Spain, Saudi Arabia, UK, Sweden, France, India,
Norway and Czech Republic.  

Apple industry is constantly developing in Italy to best
respond to the taste of consumers worldwide. This is
especially seen in the research of new varieties able to
satisfy different groups of consumers following the con-
cept of offer’s segmentation.
For years, the Italian production was dominated by va-
rieties such as Golden Delicious, Red Delicious, Granny
Smith and a few others. Between 2008 and 2011, things
started to change and the change has not stopped since.
Every year new varieties are planted in Italy, judged the
best among those selected worldwide. 2008 was the
year of the leap forward for the Gala variety, who re-
sponded to the need to have early varieties able to be
available on the market during the summer months. In
that year the Gala variety has become the second apple
variety grown in Italy just behind the Golden. Today, if

Variety (x 1000 tons)

Golden Delicious

Gala

Red Delicious

Fuji

Granny

Club varieties

Cripps Pink

Morgenduft

Braeburn

Annurca

Pinova/Evelina

Renette

Jonagold

Stayman 

Other 

TOTAL

Apples for processing

Apples for fresh consumption

2016

929,727

332,415

246,964

167,846

160,261

-

108,634

48,794

84,058

35,000

-

29,637

5,276

13,774

109,604

2,272,027

266,179

2,005,848

2017

549,833

286,517

192,781

157,061

152,925

-

97,980

53,754

59,482

35,000

-

5,625

4,232

7,753

101,342

1,704,283

303,604

1,400,679

2018

858,423

338,652

267,888

175,548

166,780

-

102,415

57,529

63,224

40,000

-

33,399

5,498

7,405

147,320

2,464,081

309,346

1,954,735

2019

802,089

351,043

224,729

158,412

128,195

78,549

91,660

47,717

53,679

45,000

40,832

21,786

5,172

2,454

44,270

2,095,586

369,075

1,726,511

2020

666,214

387,713

238,130

155,652

154,442

105,599

101,991

52,260

49,327

45,000

41,234

28,346

5,000

1,948

47,116

2,079,972

248,420

1,831,552

Italian apple production by variety

Source: ASSOMELA/CSO Italy

apple varieties
in italy
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GOLDEN DELICIOUS (32%) GALA (19%) RED DELICIOUS (11%)

FUJI (7,5%) GRANNY SMITH (7%) CRIPPS PINK (5%)

BRAEBURN (2%)MORGENDUFT (2,5%) ANNURCA (2%)
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we take the first five Italian apple producers, we see the
Gala in the top positions of their production, if not in
the first one. While Golden Deliciuos from 2016 to 2020
lost 16 points passing from 48% of the total apple pro-
duction in Italy to 32%, Gala earned 5 points passing
from 14 to 19% in the same period. Red Delicious oc-
cupies the third position and is stable at the 11%. Fuji
comes fourth but lost half a point in percentage from
2016 to 2020 passing from 8 to 7.5%. Granny Smith
comes fifth passing from 8 to 7%; sixth Cripps Pink from
4 to 5%; seventh Morgendurf passing from 2 to 2.5%;
eighth Braeburn from 3 to 2%; ninth Annurca stable at
2%. The new Club varieties with 105,599 tons in 2020
are over the 5% of the total and registered a growth of
74% in just one year. They represent the most conspi-
cuous phenomenon of recent years. 
In 2014 Walter Guerra of the Laimburg Research Centre
explained: "In South Tyrol since three years the Golden
Delicious is no longer the most planted variety, but the
Gala. And today of 18 thousand hectares of apples, 7%

is made of exclusive varieties. This is due to the fact that
the market is evolving. If until recently the Germans con-
sumed 30% of Golden Delicious apples, this number has
fallen to 5%”. And this remarkable trend has never
ended.
In October 2016 Gerhard Dighgans, in that time director
of VOG Association, the leading Italian producer, under-
lined: "The trend of recent years observes a progressive
loss of interest in the more traditional varieties and an
increase of the most sought and particular ones. Not
everyone can do everything, it makes no sense to insist
on varieties that are not requested, and when in the
VOG, in the late 90s, we have explored the theme of va-
rietal innovation we wondered what were the apples
that we could produce obtaining good results. Starting
from there we specialized, launching out into two-co-
lored apples, to new varieties, and to Club apples. In ad-
dition to that we specialized in the range thinking about
the areas we wanted to serve".
For new varieties such as Kanzi we talk of a production

Gala Apples, Donati Farm (part of OP Granfrutta Zani) in Faenza, Emilia Romagna
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in 2016, only in the cooperatives of VOG Association, of
15,000 tons, 5,000 more than in 2015. Every year 20
more hectares entered into production in way to reach
20,000 tons of Kanzi per year. A figure that alone can
bring Kanzi in the Top Fifteen of the varieties grown in
Italy. Remaining to VOG, the Association is member of
Pink Lady, Kanzi, Modì, Rubens, Jazz, Envy, Yello, Crim-
son Snow, Swee Tango and Kissabel Clubs.
Even VIP, the association of growers based in Venosta
Valley, can count on an extraordinary varietal portfolio:
Golden, Red Delicious, Gala, Fuji and organic apples, in
addition to a typical Venosta Valley variety as Pinova,
are offered alongside almost all the cultivars that meet
the current taste of consumers worldwide, and are sui-
table to the mountain climate.  Among the last most
successful varieties, VIP offers Kanzi, Envy and Ambrosia,
which optimally express their features in the valley. In
2025, Golden will still represent 55% of total VIP volu-
mes, as it is still the most requested variety in the Italian
market, but it will be accompanied by other varieties -

which will enrich VIP’s offer - such as Cosmic Crisp. Star-
ting from 2021, 500 hectares will be dedicated to this
variety in South Tyrol.
The varietal innovation in Italy does not stop however
to the alpine valleys of South Tyrol. Pink Lady, for exam-
ple, is grown successfully even in the plains of Emilia
Romagna by the two giants of Ferrara, Salvi and Maz-
zoni. In Trentino, the Melinda Group, without losing con-
fidence in Golden, in Stark and in the traditional
Renetta, cultivates Gala and Fuji, and has brought to
the market new varieties such as Evelina.
There is a case of great success in Piedmont, represen-
ted by Ambrosia, variety of which the Rivoira Group,
base in Piedmont, holds the exclusive license in Europe,
Middle East and North Africa. The production of this va-
riety in Italy is divided between Rivoira and the licensee
VIP in terms of volume. In 2020 Ambrosia has not stop-
ped to grow in production and sales.
It is difficult to find a comparison to the dynamism of
the Italian apple industry.

Campiglione Farm in Campiglione Fenile (Turin, Piedmont), part of OP Rivoira
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The most of apple production will probably continue in
the next future to be represented by the best traditional
free varieties, cultivable and marketable without restric-
tions as Gala, Fuji, Golden and Red Delicious, Granny
and Morgendurf. These cultivars have been found or se-
lected for decades, in some cases for centuries, and are
not protected by a patent. Alongside these traditional
varieties with no restrictions, something like more than
50 Club varieties make their way in the world, patented
and of a breeder's property that will appeal to licensees,
nurserymen-propagators, growers and distributors to

form a unique chain. The Club project is brought to life
thanks to the selection and to the properties of a variety
that is considered of exclusive quality and can give an
income higher than the costs of entire supply chain, ac-
cording to rules defined in every detail by the breeder
of the Club.
The most known apples Club, with an exclusive marke-
ting system are: Ambrosia (Club formed in Canada),
Envy (New Zealand), Evelina (Germany), Jazz (New Zea-
land), Juliet (United States), Kanzi (Belgium), Kiku
(Japan-Italy), Modi (Italy), Pink Lady (Australia), Rubens
(Italy). While Italy is not well represented in the Club
properties, it is certainly the world's largest laboratory
today where we experience the growing scale of these
apples. A completely Italian project is Modì, a variety
produced by a plant particularly resistant to the main
apple diseases and precocious in terms of harvesting.

Club varieties
challenge
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For the 2016 harvest, the estimated production in the
Northern Hemisphere is around to 16,500 tons, collec-
ted not only in Europe, but also in Turkey, Serbia and
Russia. In the project they have recently entered as li-
cense partners, the South American Dole Chile and the
Australian Freshmax Group, in addition to Farmington
from California Fresh.  The interest in this variety is
shown by Indian distributors, by the Middle and by the
Far East.
If Italy is a spearhead of the apples Club, we are wit-
nessing, at the same time, a renewed interest in local
varieties or traditional ones. A special and old variety as
Renetta has not lost its appeal among consumers and
has been proposed by the producers of Melinda and La
Trentina Consortium also on the Spanish market. But
the most interesting case between territorial apples re-
gards the success of an ancient variety as Annurca, the
only variety of Italian South to have formed a good pro-
duction base and an important recognition by the Italian
consumer. Official data report a total production of 45
thousand tons. It's a small and ugly apple, but the flesh
is crispy and has a distinctive aroma, different from all
the other apples on the market. When the company
Giaccio tried to revive it in the sixties, the buyers of the
Italian distribution answered: no thanks, but they had
not yet tasted it. Today, 45,000 tons of Annurca apples
fail to meet the entire demand, they are sold quickly and
at prices equal if not superior to those of the selected
Club. The future is therefore in diversification. And Italy
accepts the challenge.

Italy is the EU leader in organic apples. The European
production reached 511,000 tons in 2020, up from
476,000 in 2019. The small year-on-year increase will
not allow, starting from a percentage of 5% in 2020, to
reach the Union’s ambitious target of 25% of organic
apples out of the total inside 2030. But anyway, the
growth doesn’t stop and Italy drives the sector increa-
sing its organic apple production of 25,000 tons year

on year. In 2020 the Country produced 177,000 tons,
followed by France with 100,000 tons, Germany with
95,000, Poland with 34,000 and Romania with 24,000.
VIP, the Venosta Valley Cooperatives Association, admit-
tedly is the European leader in the cultivation and com-
mercialization of organic apples, with a 2020 production
of 35,000 tons, followed by VOG, the other Associaton
of apple growers in South Tyrol, with 30,000 tons per
year. No other corner of Europe counts on such a large
concentration of organic apples, maybe no other wor-
ldwide. They have quantity and quality and they grow
every single year.
South Tyrolers believe in organic as much as they love
their mountain territory. "Organic is more than just a
seal or certification: It’s a synonym for quality and the
responsible use of natural resources by conviction” ex-
plains Gerhard Eberhöfer, sales manager Bio Val Veno-
sta.
New competitor are entering the market and this trend
forces VIP and VOG to implement new commercial stra-
tegies. The first problem to face in way to permit a ge-
neral growth of the sector is to convince large retailers
to give more exhibition space to organic products side
by side with conventional fruit.
In the same Trentino South Tyrol region minor players
are growing showing their potential in different Euro-
pean markets. It is the case of Bio Meran and Rizzi
Group. In Piedmont number one in organic apples is
Gullino Group. And big Italian players in fruit and vege-
tables have companies or branches working in the or-
ganic sector also producing apples, such as Melinda,
Apofruit Group through Canova, Alegra through Brio,
Mazzoni Group through Veritas Biofrutta and others. The
panorama of companies is articuleted to confirm the ri-
chness of the Italian organic apple sector.

organic 
apples
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Aweta Ora, a team of professionals
who makes the difference

Global thinking, local action! This motto hi-
ghlights the reasons why the Aweta Group’s
branch in Ora, South Tyrol, was grounded in
1993: to make directly available to Trentino Alto
Adige - the region with more than 50% of the
total apple production in Italy - a local office
equipped with technical means, tools and spare
parts, but above all with a team of professionals
with great experience in the sector. 

"Years of presence side by side with our custo-
mers make our team a group of excellence in
terms of apple selection and packaging lines”,
reports Andrea Micheletti, the area manager.
"The high production standards of our custo-
mers and the huge amount of work they have
to face require us to be present on site when and
in the way we are needed. Our support is not
only in the role of after-sales service, but every-
thing starts already at negotiation phase by fo-
cusing on the customer's real needs, and
highlighting details, and once the order has been
acquired for line installation, commissioning and
testing".
Many are the projects successfully completed in
recent years for different companies such as
ALPE, La Trentina, Frubona OG Terlano, Fru-
chtmarkt Clementi, Fruchthof, Grufrut Group,

Kurmark, Laurin, Mezzacorona ScA, Rouen and
for the Research Centre for Agriculture in Laim-
burg.
The latest plant has been realized for Coop Kur-
mark-Unifrut, in Magré, South Tyrol. In short: a
pre-sizing line in water with continuous immer-
sion, two Calistar 6-line graders, 71 channel out-
puts, Power Vision Hyperspectral external quality
selection and Inscan Apple internal quality se-

lection, 4 Aquafeel bin fillers and two Flashbin
robots with 60 stacking positions. It also con-
tains some special equipment such as photo-de-
tection of incoming batches and a channel
cleaning robot that works during normal sorting
activity.
"We support customers in their work - Andrea
Micheletti underlines - by allowing them to ob-
tain the best in terms of profitability from their
apples. Also farmers can count on us: latest ge-
neration cameras, sensors for the detection of
external/internal quality of each single piece of
fruit, together with Aweta inhouse software to
process a large amount of data and identify the
organoleptic characteristics of products. Our ex-
perience is not limited to Trentino - Alto Adige
Region but we have also expanded to the nei-
ghbor areas of Austria and Southern Germany
sharing history, traditions and commercial atti-
tude with South Tyrol, that is and remains, we
can say, one of the main trend sector indicator
in Europe”.
Aweta Ora provides customer support for instal-
lation service and offers remote service to all
other apple customers of Aweta Group.
Mr. Micheletti has been working in Aweta since
1993.

Andrea Micheletti, area manager Aweta for South
Tyrol, Austria and Southern Germany

www.aweta.com/it
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Intregated solutions by AgroFresh 
for apple fruit growers and packers

In the natural fruit ripening process, an impor-
tant role is played by ethylene, a substance
which is produced by the fruits themselves du-
ring the periods in which they must overcome
stressful conditions and/or during physiological
aging. Due to the presence of ethylene, apples
lose their natural crunchiness. AgroFresh’s Smar-
tFreshTM Quality System protects apples from
the unfavorable effects of ethylene by blocking
the receptors of this substance. SmartFresh helps
growers and packers improving the conservation
of fruits even during the transport and until they
reach end consumers. 
Let’s see the SmartFresh key benefits. The System
delays the ripening process to protect just-picked
freshness and quality for consumers. It supports
post-harvest ripening and conditioning protocols
in various supply chain stages. It reduces weight
loss and disorders to achieve a bigger packout
and helps protect fruit skin, which is fruit’s na-
tural protective barrier. More: SmartFreshTM
Quality System extends the storage window to
improve inventory flexibility and enables fresher
fruit through the supply chain.
Storage Room Condition Management develo-
ped from AgroFresh’s strengthens fruit physio-
logy, while FreshCloud™ Storage Insights offers
fruit packers the capability to monitor and ana-
lyze air compounds in their fruit storage rooms.
This enables optimized decision-making about
storage duration and room opening scheduling,
which helps preserve freshness, reduces waste,
and maximizes revenue opportunities. 
All the data is centralized for easy access any-
where, anytime. Interactive room results with
detailed drilldowns provide packers the data and
insights to manage risk and deliver an optimal
outcome. Alerts and notifications based on trig-
ger points are immediately sent to decision-ma-
kers enabling prompt actions. 
AgroFresh has been empowering the fruit indu-
stry with freshness solutions for nearly two de-

cades. As the global leader who helped deliver
better quality fruit throughout storage, decrea-
sing waste and saving energy, today AgroFresh
offers a range of integrated solutions for the
good of the growers and consumers. Offering so-
lutions in 45+ countries and over 4,000 custo-
mers, it is one of the only companies that can
serve the entire value chain from pre-harvest to
retailer shelf.
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Generation by generation 
Rivoiras look to the future

The apple of tomorrow has always been the Ri-
voira’s goal. The company has a great tradition,
in the same time it moves aggressively towards
the future, constantly looking forward. And it is
doing it now: 67,000 tons of apples processed
in 2020 and sent, from the robotic warehouse in
Verzuolo, Cuneo province, to every corner of the
world.
Rivoira SpA, whose core business is apples, has
a 2020 turnover of 60 million euro but, if we put
together the turnover of the related companies,
working in fruits, logistics and mineral water in-
dustry, it brings up to 180 million.
Rivoira has been the first company to plant and
sale Ambrosia in Europe; it has been among the
first to believe in Pink Lady, then in Kanzi, and
now in Crimson Snow. It's part of the most im-
portant Italian apple snack project. Not finished:
it has started the production of three extra
sweet varieties from Brazil that have successfully
passed the tasting tests.
The warehouse in Verzuolo has a production ca-
pacity of over 35 tons per hour and 100 thou-
sand tons per year; it is highly technological with
few equals in the world. But this is not the only
surprise in this corner of Piedmont. The Rivoiras
don’t miss a beat: three generations, three sto-
ries of growing and succeeding supported by
Piedmont tenacity and an extraordinary spirit of
initiative.
From the grandfather Giovanni, the founder, to
the sons, Michelangelo, 78 years, and Pietro, 77,
to the nephews, Marco, Pietro’s son, and Gual-
tiero, Michelangelo’s son, the Rivoiras have ex-
panded the company and developed their
business with innovation as reference and world
as scenario.
“The point is to create new segments and work
for them to succeed” says the CEO Marco Rivo-
ria.
The Ambrosia variety continues to be a success
beyond the expectations. In the 2020-2021 cam-

paign, Rivoria has produced 25 thousand tons
of it, together with the VIP’s partner. Demand ex-
ceeds supply, not only in Italy, but also throu-
ghout the EU, starting with Germany. Hence, the
goal is to reach 40,000 tons in the next four
years. “We found out this Canadian variety in
the early 2000s - remembers Marco Rivoira -. We
produced it in 2006 and marketed since 2008.
We had started a partnership, obtaining the ex-
clusive rights for Europe and North Africa, and
in order to create an important story. Today, Am-
brosia is a product known across Europe, it is the
first European low-acidity apple club. It has not
been easy, Ambrosia is not an easy variety, it has
taken some time. Today it represents 35% of our
turnover in apple industry, with 400 hectares in
Piedmont and 200 hectares in Venosta Valley”.
Which are the features of a company engaged
in the global apple market?
Marco Rivoria’s answer: “It needs to be ductile.
Markets change every year. We are historically
strong in Europe and Middle-East by now. But it
is not enough. Four years ago we entered Brazil
for the first time with 600 containers. We are
currently looking towards the Far East, we are
considering India too, even if it is a market with
different peculiarity. But we mostly need China.
The apples, that Chinese produce, will not be
enough. We need to be there.”

Marco Rivoira, right, with his cousin Gualtiero
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VIP, first class apple partner 
from Venosta Valley to the world

VIP is a dynamic and strongly organized Asso-
ciation of apple growers, which have been wor-
king in Venosta Valley, heart of the Alps, for many
decades. VIP has turned 30 in 2021 and includes
seven Cooperatives for a total of 1,700 growers;
since 2007, it boats a fully centralized manage-
ment of sales and marketing. 
The Association has closed the 2020 harvest
campaign with volumes of around 250 thousand
tons, 32,500 tons of which organic apples
(around 20% below full potential due to climate
conditions).
Sustainability, service and quality are the three
key words of VIP: a first-class service for a pre-
mium quality mountain apple, cultivated in a
production area aspiring to become the most su-
stainable of Europe. The valley has unique fea-
tures in the Alps range, with 300 sunny days, low
rainfall and extreme temperature changes bet-
ween day and night, and it is so specialized in
growing apples that it presents itself to clients
and consumers as “the Apple Paradise”.
In Venosta Valley there are 5,000 hectares of
apple cultivations, little less than the hectares
cultivated in Wenatchee Valley, in the State of
Washington, USA, which defines itself “the

Apple Capital of the World”. Almost 20% of
these 5,000 hectares is dedicated to organic cul-
tivation. VIP is today the first grower of organic
apple in Europe. But the natural production has
been strengthened not only with the organics,
but also with an herbicide-free grown product
line.
The varietal portfolio is extraordinary: Golden,
Red Delicious, Gala, Fuji and organic apples, in
addition to a typical Venosta Valley variety as Pi-
nova, are offered alongside almost all the culti-
vars that meets the current taste of consumers
worldwide, and are suitable to the mountain cli-
mate. Among the last most successful varieties,
VIP offers Kanzi®, Envy™ and Ambrosia™,
which optimally express their features in the val-
ley. In 2025, Golden will still represent 55% of
total volumes, as it is still the most requested va-
riety in the Italian market, but it will be accom-
panied by other varieties - which will enrich VIP’s
offer - such as Cosmic Crisp®. Starting from
2021, 500 hectares will be dedicated to this va-
riety in South Tyrol.
VIP exports apples in over 50 Countries. The se-
cond market after Italy is Spain, followed by the
Scandinavian Countries, Germany, and MENA.
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The trading team has a strong interest also for
India and the Far East markets.
Martin Pinzger is the CEO of VIP. He points out:
“Sustainability respecting the environment, the
community’s and growers’ welfare; a highly spe-
cialized agronomy and cutting-edge technolo-
gies to support quality and a first-class service
to customers. At the root, a strong spirit of coo-
peration and love for our land. These are the rea-
sons why VIP is a reliable partner. We work in
harmony with nature of our Valley, at the same
time using advanced packing stations. With our
seven Cooperatives and our growers, we form a
solid and firm network. VIP can be proud of the
work done over the last 30 years in Venosta Val-
ley, looking towards the future with excitement.
Together we have been able to reach important
goals and incredible results, together we will
continue to do so”.
Fabio Zanesco is VIP's Sales Manager. He hi-
ghlights: “VIP’s business strategy is based on
quality of our apples, but also on an excellent
service able to guarantee rapid deliveries, flexibly
responding to the needs of customers, inside and
outside Europe”.
Benjamin Laimer, Head of Marketing at VIP: “We
have experienced a communication and marke-
ting evolution, starting with the logo restyling in
2016 - adding the two ladybugs which are the
symbol of the importance of natural production
for all VIP’s products - arriving to the launch of

the VIP brand in 2020 with the payoff “First class
apple partner”, underlining a professional ser-
vice and a presence in both B2B and B2C com-
munication domains. 
Gerhard Eberhöfer, Organic Sales Manager at
VIP: “Our challenge is to offer organic apples for
12 months a year, by increasing more and more
our varieties in the product range”. The entire or-
ganic production of VIP has been processed since
2019 in the packing station of our associated
Cooperative Juval. It is an automatic refrigerated
warehouse with vertical rack, with a storage ca-
pability of 18 thousand bins, 12 processing lines
and a very fast sorting and packaging capacity.
A state-of-the-art facility in terms of quality, ser-
vice and sustainability, able to provide maximum
safety and flexible responses to the different
needs of our customers, together with the total
traceability of product.
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VOG Products: where sustainability
is embraced at the highest level

VOG Products, the modern, innovative fruit pro-
cessing company in Trentino South Tyrol, has set
new standards for sustainability. The company
fully satisfies the GlobalGAP Farm Sustainability
Assessment and has earned the Gold Standard.
VOG Products was established in South Tyrol in
the heart of the Dolomites, a region with a long
tradition of orcharding, in 1967. Using the land
and its resources respectfully and sustainably has
always been part of its corporate culture. There
are good reasons why the Trentino-South Tyrol
region regularly ranks at the top in nationwide
comparisons when it comes to quality of life. 
Today VOG Products comprises 18 South Tyrolean
and Trentino cooperatives and four producers’ or-
ganisations with more than 13,000 members.

Most of them are
small family-run
enterprises that
passionately and
sustainably ma-
nage a total of
28,000 hectares
of cultivated land.

Their commitment to sustainability has also been
certified in accordance with the highest possible
standard since June 2020. In May, VOG Products
successfully completed the GlobalGAP Farm Su-
stainability Assessment (GGFSA) with an audit
by the CSQA certifying institution. At the first go,
VOG Products earned the highest sustainability
category: the Gold certificate, first of three per-
formance categories. 
With this achievement, VOG Products has set
new standards in the fruit processing sector.
More than 300,000 tonnes of raw goods from
over 13,000 farmers are processed and refined
on the eight-hectare premises in Laives year after
year, and the fact that they all fully satisfy the hi-
ghest standards is simply unique. With the
GGFSA, the global SAI platform (Sustainable
Agriculture Initiative) has joined up with Global-

GAP to offer an innovative solution based on the
GlobalGAP standards for crops. It unites all the
FSA sustainability requirements in one compact,
verifiable standard, making it easier for distribu-
tors and producers to procure safe, sustainable
products transparently and more efficiently. 
“We are quite pleased that our many years of
commitment have now been recognised with the
FSA Gold label,” explained Johannes Runggal-
dier, the chairman of VOG Products. “Sustainabi-
lity is a growing concern for us, it is important to
be responsive to and include those who are af-
fected by our business, right down to the roots
of our production chain. One of the factors that
safeguards it is traceability from the end product
to the farmer.” 
“That is our guarantee to our customer and ulti-
mately, consumers,” added general manager
Christoph Tappeiner. “We actively embrace su-
stainability as part of our corporate culture and
as such, further develop it with a view toward
the future challenges and requirements in the
market.”
Social criteria play as much of a role when it
comes to sustainability as respect for nature and
the products, as do the use of state-of-the-art sa-
fety systems and technology. VOG Products has
a photovoltaic system with a power output of
998 kWp, used to generate electricity, hot water,
and steam in conjunction with a cogeneration
plant. 

VOG Products chairman Johannes Runggaldier
with general manager Christoph Tappeiner
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The italian main players

Walter Pardatscher, 

VOG general director

Paolo Gerevini, Melinda

general director

Martin Pinzger, 

VIP general director

Marco Rivoira, Rivoira

Group CEO

Ernesto Fornari, Apofruit

general director

Mauro Laghi, Alegra 

general director

Alessadro Zani,

Granfrutta Zani CEO 

Simone Bernardi, Lagna-

sco Group president

Production, trade and exportation of Italian apples are
concentrated in the hands of no more than fifteen-
twenty large groups, divided between highly specialized
associations of cooperatives and few family companies
of long tradition. The cooperatives have contributed
enormously in bringing the small farmers produce to
market.
If we read the tons of apples produced by the single
groups in the Company Profiles of the following pages,
we find out that in the first 10 positions there are eight
cooperative groups and two family companies. The larger
cooperative groups are concentrated in the region Tren-
tino South Tyrol: they are VOG (Bolzano), Melinda (Cles-
Trento), VIP (Venosta Valley) and La Trentina (Trento).
Together they add up an impressive production: about 1
million 400 thousand tons on a total national production
of 2 million 80 thousand tons in 2021. This means that
4 cooperative groups exceed 67% of total Italian apple
production. Only VOG harvested in 2020-21 season so-
mething like 520 thousand tons, equal to almost a third
of the entire Italian crop and about 5% of the European
apple crop. Melinda with 440 thousand tons and VIP
with 317 are not so far.
We find the first family company, the Rivoira Group, at
the fifth position in the national ranking with 67 thou-
sand tons in 2020. The Rivoiras, based in the province of
Cuneo (Piedmont), have been dealing with apples for
three generations. From sixth to tenth place we find
again only cooperatives, starting by Sanifrutta with 35,7
thousand tons and Apofruit with its 32,5 in 2020. 
Outside the mountain districts of Trentino South Tyrol,
Piedmont and Lombardy (Valtellina), a great tradition of
production for plain apple varieties was developed in
Ferrara and neighboring provinces by private groups:
Mazzoni, Salvi and Zani. Their high specialization in ap-
ples is confirmed by the fact that both Mazzoni and Salvi
have also increased an important apple nursery.
A feature common to all the main companies that deal
with apples in Italy (we could add to the previous names
Alegra, Lagnasco, Mezzacorona, Gullino, Clementi, Me-
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lavì, B&B Frutta and some others), is the great kno-
wledge of international markets. And it is this expertise
that has made Italy one of the three main exporters of
apples in the world together with China and United Sta-
tes.
Venosta Valley, which is a wonderful valley, earns more
from the apples market than from the tourism economy.
The first agricultural cooperative in the Valley was born
in 1891 but the apple booming started just after the ar-
rival of the first mini-storage technology around 1960
and beyond. "The ice - Josef Wielander, director of VIP
until 2018, reports - has freed the peasants from the
need to sell all their crops in October". Ever since, a great
development. After 30 years of activity in apple industry,
VIP continues to distinguish itself for the quality and uni-
queness of its apples. 
Another Italian great expert, Gerhard Dichgans, under-
lined few years ago: "I believe that the European Union
will increasingly focus on meeting large part of domestic
demand with its production of apples. Ten years ago, Eu-
rope was the target market for the apple exports from
the Southern Hemisphere, not today. The Southern He-
misphere exporters have had to review their strategies,
looking for opportunities and new markets by releasing
pressure on sales in Europe. Chile increasingly focuses
on serving its natural markets that are the Pacific area,
South America and perhaps even China. South Africa
serves, with increasing volumes, markets 'in front of its
door', withen the African continent. New Zealand plays
its cards in South East Asia and more generally in Asia,
including India. I see these phenomena as a more clearly
defined trend”.
But the global scenario never stops to show its trends.
Italian exporters are looking far; they are obliged to do
so as long as the Russian market is blocked. The extra-
ordinary thing is that the knowledge of the international
market is in the DNA not only of the large cooperative
group top managers but also of the entrepreneurs who
lead private companies. The Rivoira have built their for-
tune on this, by investing abroad, from Chile to China to
Canada, not to mention the orchards of Verzuolo. Mi-
chelangelo Rivoira, the second generation leader recal-
led his father's, Giovanni, teaching: "The moments of

crisis are the best to make investments”. And in these
years of crisis, this company has made cutting-edge te-
chnologies, updating them constantly, and has acquired
the exclusive license to produce and market in Europe,
Middle East and North Africa the Canadian variety Am-
brosia which soon proved to be a big success.
Obviously the stories to tell about the protagonists of
the Italian apple industry are many. The soil and the cli-
mate have helped the development of the sector, but wi-
thout leaders like the top managers of the main groups
and companies the Italian apple industry would not be
what it is.

For this edition of Italian Apples, we carried out a survey
among 20 protagonists in order to confirm the under-
lying trends that characterize the policies of leading
companies and to understand how operators judge the
prospects of the Italian apple on the world market du-
ring the next few years.
The main data that emerged from our survey is that the
primary aim of companies is enhancement.
On this matter, Walter Pardatscher, CEO of VOG, said:
“Surely the prospects of the Italian apple in the world
are excellent, but on one condition: the distinctiveness

1. Which is the export share of apples produced and sold

by your Group?

2. Which are the main foreign target markets?

3. Are you thinking about new markets for the next sea-

sons?

4. Which are your top varieties for foreign markets?

5. Which are the prospects for the Italian apple on the

world market over the next three years?

5 QUESTIONS TO 20 KEY PLAYERS 
OF THE ITALIAN APPLES

FIRST COMES
ENHANCEMENT,
SECOND
INNOVATION
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of Italian apples, thanks to the presence of varieties able
to enhance the different territories of origin and satisfy
the tastes of consumers, need to be always valued with
constancy and adequate brand policies”.
On the same page, also the general manager of Melinda,
Paolo Gerevini: “The constant enhancement of our fruits
leads our strategy towards the markets. I refer to the
value of quality, which starts from within and permeates
our entire operational chain. Melinda, but I would say
the all Italian production, need to focus only on quality
and to work hard in order to be recognized on all mar-
kets. Selling apples in bins, in containers, per cubic meter
does not belong to us”. 
The second important data that emerged from our sur-
vey is the role of innovation, especially with regard to
varieties, in an international market scenario facing an
increasingly stronger competition, mainly price-oriented.
Fabio Zanesco, VIP commercial director: "We can’t deny
that the general conditions are difficult, due to the in-
creased world production and the strong pressure on
the markets. Many growers are looking to export, satu-
rating, as a consequence, markets that were historically
important for Italian exports. For our part, we are inve-
sting heavily in sustainability, organics, service and in-
novation: we believe these are the keys to differentiate
ourselves and make VIP a first class apple partner".
Marco Rivoira, CEO of Rivoira Group, which exports 80%
of its apples, 50% of which outside the European Union,
constantly implements innovation thinking up the right
apple for each market. Despite the renewed success of
some of his productions, starting from Ambrosia, he does

not hide some fears: “Our future also depends on others.
If the volumes produced in Eastern Europe continue to
increase, if Poland alone reaches 5 million tons, it will
not be easy”.
Massimo Perotto, sales director of Lagnasco Group, is
not pessimistic: “On our side we have a good organiza-
tion, which ensures the continuity of the scheduled de-
liveries and also a good shelf life of the fruits, which
allows us to reach overseas market from December until
April - May. This draws the attention of the importers to
the medium-late commercial campaign. Quality and in-
novation are the strong points to focus on during the
next years".
Silvio Canestrini is the apples industry’s director of Mez-
zacorona Cooperative from Trentino, which goes on the
market with the brand 'Valentina'. He traces the follo-
wing scenario: “The prospects are carefully positive
especially for the apples cultivated in the most suitable
mountain areas which, according to many world mar-
kets, have quality features of absolute excellence. In the
European context, the production of Poland and other
areas, especially Eastern Europe, is growing without con-
trol with new plants, even in the areas not properly sui-
table for apple growing, to avoid predictable
competition based only on the fall in price. Therefore, it
is strategic to be able to open new markets, currently
closed, that enhance more quality. Indeed, in these mar-
kets the Italian apples could be sufficiently valued. I’m
thinking of the USA, China and, why not, Mexico too”.
Antonio Zani of Granfrutta Zani says: “The prospects for
the Italian apple market are positive in a global view, if

Unity is strength. From left: Thomas Oberhofer, VIP president; Georg Kössler, VOG president; Walter Pardatscher, VOG ge-
neral director; Martin Pinzger, VIP general director; and Marco Rivoira, CEO of Rivoira Group, at the presentation of a joint
project among three of the biggest protagonists of Italian apple industry
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we are able to defend quality like a requisite of distin-
ctiveness compared to the other producing Countries. It
is no longer possible to compete on price because Po-
land and the other Eastern European Countries have
labor costs that are too lower than ours. We expect a
positive future for the Club varieties, in which we conti-
nue to invest, while the other types will experience a
downsizing of the cultivated areas. A factor, that needs
to be specified, is that it is not necessary to create a club
to sell an apple, but you need to focus on elements of
distinctiveness, starting with the organoleptic quality".
Also Carola Gullino, of Gullino Import Export, focuses on
Eastern Europe Countries, where governments have en-
couraged the investments in apple production, but she
believes that the competitive advantages of the Italian
apple are important: “Our know-how, combined with a
particularly favourable territory, allows us to achieve ex-
cellent quality, which is often recognized by great inter-
national importers and retailers. For our company, the
winning track is to focus on organic and Club varieties.
We must not get bored with the experimentations to
offer unique varieties to the market”.
Mauro Laghi, Alegra general manager: "We are talking
about one of the most cultivated fruit in the world, that
is why the competition is very strong. It is not easy to
win on price, we Italians need to focus on varietal inno-
vation, on appropriate communication, on the research
of crunchy, juicy varieties, with the right balance bet-
ween sweetness and acidity, varieties that give apples
the opportunity to stand out on the market and obtain
greater remuneration. On these issues, Italy is on the
right track".
Gianmauro Bergamini, Melapiù chairman, is prudent:
“In the next 3 years we will not see an upheaval in the
world apple market. Italian apples will continue to pre-
serve their market shares. Production and supply of new
varieties, that we have lost count, will significantly in-
crease, and we will probably see a gradual decline in
traditional varieties, but that may not happen”.

The answers to the question on the export share, com-
pared to the total production of each companies, are
emblematic: exports have a 56% average of the overall
production of the companies included in our survey, con-

firming the major role of foreign markets for Italian
apple production.
There are companies with export peaks of 80% and
more, such as Rivoira and Gullino, both from Piedmont.
The giant VOG exports a considerable share of 63% of
its total production. The Lagnasco Group also abundan-
tly exceeds the 50% export quota.
A significant number of companies exports about 50%,
more or less. Alegra drops to 30%, because it has suffi-
cient remuneration on the Italian market.
Regarding the foreign export reference Countries, our
survey also confirms the traditional leadership of the
German market, which, however, has not the centrality
it had in the past, and it is no longer an exclusive refe-
rence for any company. Indeed, by now, the target mar-
kets are very differentiated for each company.
Right after Germany, there is Scandinavia, which is par-
ticularly interesting for organic apple exporters - toge-
ther with United Kingdom. The third European
destination is Spain. But what emerges clearly from our
survey is the growing importance of markets outside the
European Union.
Some exporters have almost completely abandoned the
European market. North Africa has lost some attractive-
ness for some years, even if many companies have pre-
served interesting positions. Destinations are growing
in the Middle East, starting with Saudi Arabia, as well
as those in Latin America, such as Brazil. India is a diffi-
cult, but important, market. The Far East turns out to be
a minor destination also in the 2020-21 campaign, even
if it has a very strong potential.
Indeed, in the answers to the question on the markets
on which companies are focusing their attention, there
are countries such as Thailand, Taiwan, Vietnam, as well
as Africa south of the Sahara, and new destinations in
South America. All companies are asking for the removal
of the barriers which prevent the export of Italian apples
to China. They ask for a strong diplomatic action to reach
the target.
The answers to the question on top varieties for foreign
markets confirm that Italy has become a great labora-
tory for experimenting new varieties selected all over
the world, and for this reason Italian growers can count
on different varieties suitable for each market.
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Just over half a million tonnes of apples (520,000 tonnes) harvested
in the 2020/21 campaign, equal to almost a third of the entire Italian
crop and about 5% of the European apple crop. Over 10,800 ha of
cultivated land in Merano, Bolzano, Bressanone and parts of the South
Tyrolean Unterland, in the region of South Tyrol. Over 4,600 family
farms, organised into 12 cooperatives including one dedicated exclu-
sively to organic apples. Combined turnover of €408 million for the
2019/20 season. These are the vital statistics of VOG, the Consortium
of South Tyrolean Fruit Growers’ Co-operatives. Founded in 1945, today
VOG markets its apples in 74 countries, under both the Südtiroler Apfel
g.g.A.® label and the Marlene® brand. The consortium is also a mem-
ber of variety growers' clubs Pink Lady®, Kanzi®,  Jazz™, envy™,
yello®, Crimson Snow®, SweeTango®, Giga®, RedPop®, Modì®,
Rubens®and Cosmic Crisp® – brands that complete the wide range
of VOG-branded fruit. VOG produced also organic apple, under Bio Mar-
lene® and Bio Südtirol® brand. 
Direct production: 100%
Export: 65%
Main target countries: Italy, Spain, Malta, Cyprus, Belgium, the
Netherlands and Norway, UK, Brazil, Lebanon, Germany,
Sweden, Jordan, Austria, Israel, Greece, Vietnam, Thailand,
UAE, Qatar
Certifications: South Tyrolean Apple PGI: 13 varieties certified,
ISO 9001:2015: VOG and all 12 cooperatives are ISO-certified,
BRC Food: all 12 cooperatives are BRC-certified, IFS Food: all 12
cooperatives are IFS-certified, GlobalG.A.P.: 95% of cultivated land,
AGRIOS: all producers

VOG Consorzio delle
Coop. Ortofrutticole
dell’Alto Adige Soc. Agr.

Via Jakobi, 1A
I-39018 Terlano (BZ)

info@vog.it

Tel: +39-0471-256700
Fax: +39-0471-256699

Year of foundation: 1945

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT

2019/20

408,000
490,000

65%

2018/19

356,000
540,000

65%

2017/18

486,000
480,000

65%

C O M PA N Y  P R O F I L E

Royal Gala
Golden Delicious
Granny Smith
Red Delicious
Fuji
Braeburn
Pink Lady®

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

VOG Products was founded in 1967, in a poor region whose only
wealth lay in its agricultural heritage and long tradition of fruit-far-
ming. Today, VOG Products is an innovative company specialising
in the processing of apples and other fruit. It is owned by 18 coo-
peratives in South Tyrol and Trentino and four producers’ organisa-
tions comprising over 13,000 family-run enterprises. Every year,
VOG Products process more than 300,000 tons of raw goods to
create healthy, safe products for the international market and per-
fectly manages the entire supply chain, guaranteeing continuous
availability of raw materials for incomparable supply precision. 

Direct production: 100%
Export: 90%
Main target countries: Germany, Netherlands, France, USA, Bel-
gium, Great Britain, Scandinavia, Spain, Austria  
Certifications: ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, BRC Global
Standard for Food Safety, BRC Food Safety
Modernization Act, FSSC 22000, KOSHER, HALAL, AB-CERT,
FSA GOLD 

VOG Products

Via A. Nobel,1
I-39055 Laives (BZ)

info@vog-products.it  

Tel: +39-0471-592481 

Year of foundation: 1967

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT 

2019

98,000
390,000

90%

2018

122,000
340,000

90%

2017

95,000
330,000

90%
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La Trentina Consortium was founded in 1989 and brings together
5 Cooperatives for a total number of 1,000 producers who grow
about 60,000 tons of fruit and vegetables every year in Valsugana,
Valle dell'Adige, Valle del Sarca, Val di Cembra and Piana Rotaliana.
The production of La Trentina consists mostly of apples but the Con-
sortium’s farmers also grow cherries, kiwis, asparagus, potatoes and
plums. The Consortium's mission is to produce quality fruit and ve-
getables, guaranteeing the protection of the environment and con-
sumers from product’s harvest to distribution. All in order to meet
the expectations of consumers and customers and therefore to ge-
nerate sustainable income for farmers.

Direct production: 100%
Export: 40%
Main target countries: Italy, Spain, Germany, England, Scandi-
navia, United Arab Emirates, North Africa, Middle East,
India, South America, Far East
Certifications: BRC, IFS, GlobalG.A.P., GRASP

Consorzio La Trentina S.C.C.
Organizzazione Produttori

Via Brennero, 322
I-38121 Trento

info@latrentina.it

Tel: +39-0461-1756000

Year of foundation: 1989

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT

2019

32,000
51,000
40%

2018

35,500
67,000
40%

2017

27,200
43,000
40%

Melinda is a Consortium founded in 1989, which produces about
400,000 tons of apples every year. A large group of over 4,000 fa-
milies of producer members, gather together 16 cooperatives, who
live and grow apple trees in Val di Non and Val di Sole. The produ-
cers' families are the guarantee of the quality and sustainability of
the fruit. Then the Melinda Consortium is responsible for the orga-
nization and management of all post-harvest activities (storage, re-
frigerator-conservation, selection, packaging, shipping, promotion,
sales, administration, purchases, staff management).
The Consortium's mission is to work and take care of the land and
fruit trees in a natural way, to obtain high quality fruits, able to
meet the expectations of consumers and customers and therefore
to generate sustainable income for farmers.

Direct production: 100%
Export: 25%
Main target countries: Italy, Spain, Germany, England, Scandi-
navia, United Arab Emirates, North Africa, Middle East,
India, South America, Far East
Certifications: ISO 9001:2015, BRC, IFS, GlobalG.A.P. / GRASP,
DOP, ORGANIC

Consorzio MELINDA SCA

Via Trento, 200/9
I-38023 Cles (TN)

melinda@melinda.it

Tel: +39-0463-671111

Year of foundation: 1989

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT 

2019

270,000
440,000

25%

2018

160,000
120,000

15%

2017

285,000
400,000

25%

C O M PA N Y  P R O F I L E

Gala
Red Delicious
Golden Delicious
Fuji
Granny Smith
Morgen

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Golden Delicious
Red Delicious
Renetta
Gala
Fuji
Evelina

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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VIP is the association of fruit and vegetable producers from the Ve-
nosta Valley, founded in 1990. Since then, it has been working suc-
cessfully as an agricultural cooperative and non-profit organization.
"Cooperative before profit" is its motto, and it attaches great im-
portance to first-class service, quality and sustainability.
Everyone should benefit from VIP: the members, the consumers and
nature. As a sustainable fruit growing region in Europe, VIP wants
to offer the best quality and healthiest apples and be considered the
most competent service partner in the market.
"First-Class Service from the Apple Paradise" is not just a slogan.
Nowhere else are customer requirements fulfilled so individually and
with first-class style, thanks to committed employees. Sales channels:
traditional market, organized and large-scale distribution. 

Direct production: 100%
Export: 44%
Main target countries: Italy, Iberian Peninsula, Scandinavia,
Germany and North Africa
Certifications: Standard IFS, BRC Certification, GlobalG.A.P.
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, EPD (Environmental Product Declara-
tion), Integrated Production, Organic Production, PGI, FSC
ISO 45001, KRAV, GRASP, Demeter, Bioland 

VIP Coop. Soc. Agricola

Via Centrale, 1/C
I-39021, Laces (BZ)

info@vip.coop

Tel: +39-0473-723300

Year of foundation: 1990

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT 

2019

213,000
317,000

44%

2018

258,000
301,000

30%

2017

218,000
239,000

45%

Golden Delicious
Red Delicious
Gala
Pinova
Ambrosia
Kanzi

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Rivoira’s business history began in 1950, following the intuition of
Giovanni Rivoira. Thanks to the skills that they have inherited and
the technical expertise which they continuously update, Rivoira is
now private sector leader in the sale of apples.  The Group monitors
all of its fields and works on a daily basis to ensure the highest le-
vels of quality. Over 200 companies are involved, 8 directly control-
led by Rivoira. There are 62 cold stores with a total storage capacity
of more than 70,000 tons. The Rivoira Group permanently employs
over 2,000 people in the Country. The aim: to increase and enhance
the quality of these products that are “made in Italy”. 
Rivoira Group is leader in the production, storage and processing
of apples. Exporting has always been a main market strategy. Re-
searching and developing new varieties of apples is its goal.

Direct production: 100%
Export: 80%
Main target countries: Saudi Arabia, Spain, Germany, India,
Brazil, Egypt and Italy
Certifications: BRC, IFS, Chain of Custody (CoC), GlobalG.A.P.,
Grasp, PGI

Rivoira Giovanni e figli
SpA

Via Pomarolo, 88
I-12039 Verzuolo (CN)

rivoira@rivoira.it

Tel: +39-0175-280800

Year of foundation: 1950

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT 

2020

60,000
67,000
80%

2019

-
62,000
65%

2018

-
58,000
63%

Gala Group
Galaval Group
Brookfield Group
Scarlet Group
Red Chief Group
Ambrosia

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Established in 2003, Alegra is the business unit that gather and co-
ordinate Italian farms and co-operatives from north to south of the
Country. Alegra works with over 3,000 growers from the most sui-
table agricultural areas, moreover they are partner with 450 organic
farmers. The partners combine traditional farming techniques with
modern agronomic practices, under the same protocol. Unity, ver-
satility and expertise are what make Alegra a leader in Italy in terms
of quality and quantity. 
It mainly supplies importers, wholesalers, and retailers and tailor
made solutions aim to meet the needs of individual customers. Ale-
gra is committed to deliver fresh and tasty fruit to customers wor-
ldwide in compliance with ethical and environmental regulations.
Quality assurance guaranteed from the orchard up to delivery.

Direct production: 100%
Export: 30%
Main target countries: Italy, Germany, UK, Denmark, Sweden,
Austria, Spain, Egypt, Middle East
Certifications: ISO9001:2015, ISO14001:2015, ISO22005:07,
BRC, IFS, GlobalG.A.P. and Grasp, SA8000, Naturland, Deme-
ter, Fairtrade, ICEA

Alegra Soc. 
Coop. Agricola

Via Galilei, 5 
I-48018 Faenza (RA)

rita.biserni@alegrait.com

Tel: +39-0546-624401

Year of foundation: 2003

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT

2019

6,100
16,800
30%

2018
5,000
14,000
30%

2017

6,600
15,000
30%

Gala
Golden Delicious
Fuji
Granny Smith
Inored
Morgenduft

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Apofruit is an Italian and European leader in production and sales
of fresh fruit and vegetables. The company is a First Degree Coope-
rative: it means to collect and trade directly products from 3,200
growers associated allover Italy. The central office of Cesena is co-
ordinating the whole staff in more than 14 packing stations allover
Italy. Apofruit has been exporting to overseas market since 2000
and developed as more as possible cool-storage facilities and ca-
pability to ensure a prolonged and continuous supply with firm and
safe fruits.
In 2020 the overall production of the Apofruit Group was 216,000
tons.

Direct production: 100%
Export: 53%
Main target countries: Germany, Egypt, United Arab Emirates,
Sweden, Saudi Arabia, Jordan
Certifications: GlobalG.A.P., BRC, IFS, PGI, GRASP

Apofruit Italia Soc.
Coop. Agricola

Viale della Cooperazione, 400 
I - 47522 Cesena (FC)

info@apofruit.it

Tel: +39-0547-414166
Fax: +39-0547-414166

Year of foundation: 1997

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT 

2020

26,300
32,500
53%

2019

28,000
44,080
48%

2018

36,000
40,628
53%

Gala
Red Delicious
Golden Delicious
Modì
Fuji
Pink Lady
Candine

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Founded in 1962 by Luciano, Granfrutta Zani represents brands that
are well-known for their quality and tradition. They offer everything
that lies within a fruit: taste, aroma, texture, sweetness, appearance,
sensorial properties. 
Granfrutta Zani’s research activities pursue two main goals: deve-
lopment and quality control. The fist one ensures production’s su-
stainability and quality control is guaranteed by the procedure
governing the entire supply chain.
Granfrutta Zani consists of: 5 operating plants in Faenza and Ra-
venna’s areas; 700 Mega photovoltaic system installed in the plant
of Sant’Andrea; collection centres in Lazio, Campania, Basilicata,
Molise, Calabria and Apuglia; 95 permanent employees; about
1,000 seasonal workers.

Direct production: 100%
Export: 56%
Main target countries: Germany, Great Britain, Belgium, Au-
stria, Norway
Certifications: Standard IFS, BRC Certification, GlobalG.A.P.,
GlobalG.A.P. GRASP, IQNet / ISO 22000:2018, ISO
22005:2007, Organic

Granfrutta Zani

Via Monte Sant’Andrea
I-48018 Granarolo Faentino (RA) 

info@granfuttazani.it 

Tel: +39-0546-695211
Fax: +39-0546-41079

Year of foundation: 1962

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT

2019

24,650
24,166
56%

2018

22,793
22,936
51%

2017

30,327
29,538
54%

C O M PA N Y  P R O F I L E

Gala
Golden Delicious
Red Chief
Granny Smith
Fuji Group
Stay Man
Pink Lady

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Crimson Snow Branding was founded in 2015 in order to supply
the club Crimson Snow in Italy.
The following licensed companies produce Crimson Snow: F.lli Cle-
menti, Rivoira Giovanni e figli SPA, Sanifrutta, VOG Soc. Coop. Agr.,
Mesfruit, Iseppi Frutta SA, Verda Vivo/Agrounija, Bio Meran.

Direct production: -
Export: -
Main target countries: Italy, Germany, Spain
Certifications: -

CRIMSON SNOW 
BRANDING

Via Mendola, 21
I-39100 Bolzano (BZ)

info@crimsonsnow-apple.com

Tel: +39-0471-660640

Year of foundation: 2015

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT 

2019

11,000

2018

6,000

2017

4,000

MC 38
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Sanifrutta - Cooperative Agricultural Society - is a company specia-
lized in the receiving, conditioning, processing and packing of fresh
fruit. Founded in 1989, the company has two different modern wa-
rehouses, located in the town of Costigliole Saluzzo and Verzuolo,
near Cuneo. Each of them has a specific function. The climatic con-
ditions of this specific area, tipically pedemontana, facilitate the
cultivations of different fruits. Sanifrutta’s apples come from a cul-
tivation area between 400 and 800 masl (meters above sea level).
Main productions: Royal Gala, Red Delicious (Jeronime, predomi-
nant variety, is included), Granny Smith and also Gala Group, Fuji
Group and Red Delicious Group. Fuji Group adheres to Cuneo red
apple PGI. Moreover, Sanifrutta is part of the “Crimson Snow” club,
worldwide apple trademark.

Direct production: 100%
Export: 95%
Main target countries: Middle East, Far East, Central America,
South America, Europe, Africa
Certifications: UNI EN ISO 9001:2008, UNI EN ISO 22000:2005
IFS vers.6, BRC, GlobalG.A.P., GRASP, BS OHSAS 18001, Red
Apple PGI, UNI EN ISO 14001:2015, UNI EN ISO 45001:2018

Sanifrutta Soc. 
Coop. Agricola

Via dei Falchi, 13
I-12024 Costigliole Saluzzo (CN) 

sanifrutta@sanifrutta.com 

Tel: +39-0175-230061 
Fax: +39-0175-230961

Year of foundation: 1989

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT

2019

22,252
37,500
95%

2018

18,131
30,500
95%

2017

15,233
23,000
95%

C O M PA N Y  P R O F I L E

Royal Gala
Granny Smith
Red Delicious
Fuji
Golden Delicious
Crimson Snow

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Valentina apples are the result of the dedication and passion of
over 250 fruit growers who cultivate apples in Trentino. 550 hecta-
res of apples orchards are grown under the costant supervision of
specialized agronomists within a system that assures only the fre-
shest and highest quality apples are sold under the Valentina name.
The Company operated from 1964 to 2006 as Valdadige Consor-
tium – COVAL. In 2006 COVAL merged with Mezzacorona Winery.
The Company mission is to valorize the apples products by the
members ensuring them economic sustainability. Mezzacorona
main sales channels are EXPORTS 45%, GDO 30% and TRADITIO-
NAL 25%.

Direct production: 100%
Export: 46%
Main target countries: Spain, Germany, North Europe, Middle
East, India, Canada, Brazil, South America and North Africa
Certifications: GlobalGAP, GRASP, FSA, IFS, Organic

MEZZACORONA SCA

Via Canè, 129
I-38016 Mezzocorona (TN)

scanestrini@mezzacorona.it

Tel: +39-0461-608400
Fax: +39-0461-608484

Year of foundation: 1964

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT

2019

14,600
24,400
46%

2018

14,400
29,700
49%

2017

15,600
22,500
39%

Golden Delicious
Gala
Red Delicious
Granny
Fuji
Morgen

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Lagnasco Group is an historical Cooperative founded in 1969. 
Its cultivation area, located between 400 and 800 masl (meters
above sea level), has a long apple tradition and it is especially sui-
table for red apples production: Royal Gala, Red Delicious, Inored
® Story. The high quality of its productions and the most advanced
technologies of selection, manufacturing and stocking (automated
warehouse and optical selection machine with infrared technology
for internal vision are included) has allowed for years to deal suc-
cessfully with all the major international markets. In 2016 Lagnasco
Group launched the Eplì® brand, featuring the best apple produc-
tions of the Inored ® Story variety. 
The areas, planted with organic apples, are steadily increasing, spe-
cifically the Royal Gala e Inored ® Story varieties.

Direct production: 100%
Export: 60%
Main target countries: Middle East, South-Est Asia, South Ame-
rica, North Africa, Europe, Canada
Certifications: GlobalG.A.P., GRASP, IFS, BRC, Nurture, ISO
9001:2008, ISO 22005:2007

Società Agricola Coop.
Lagnasco Group Soc.
Coop. a r.l

Via Santa Maria, 2
I-12030 Lagnasco (CN)

massimo.p@lagnascogroup.it

Tel: +39-0175-282111 

Year of foundation: 1969

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT 

2019

20,000
19,000
60%

2018

18,700
18,000
65%

2017

25,000
20,000
60%

Gala
Red Delicious
Granny Smith
Inored-Eplì

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Gullino Import Export srl is a company specialized in production,
selection, packaging and trade of fresh fruit.
The company was founded in 1969 by Attilio Gullino, who is cur-
rently the chairman, supported by his children Giovanni and Carola
as CEOs.
It is active on the main worldwide markets, it sells 90% of products
abroad and the steady increase of the sales volume brought to un-
dertake a commercial strategy increasingly focused on finding new
markets.

Direct production: 60-70%
Export: 87%
Main target countries: Europe, Middle East, South America,
North Africa
Certifications: ISO 22005, FSSC 22000, ISO 22000, IFS FOOD,
Organic, GLOBAL STANDARD FOR FOOD SAFETY (BRC),
CUNEO RED APPLE PGI, SMETA

Gullino Import Export Srl

S.S. 589 Laghi di Avigliana, 8/A
I-12037 Saluzzo (CN)

info@gullino.it

Tel: +39-0175-478211
Fax: +39-0175-478280

Year of foundation: 1969

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT

2019

18,600
10,000
87%

2018

26,100
13,000
90%

2017

25,300
9,800
85%

Gala
Red Delicious
Granny Smith
Fuji
Braeburn
Story Inored

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Melapiù Consortium was founded in 1994 in Ferrara. Its mission is
to relaunch, spread and affirm the excellent values of lowland apple
growing. Six companies are employed in the cultivation of apples
under the Melapiù brand (A.F.E. Soc. Coop. Agricola a r.l.; APOCO-
NERPO  Soc. Coop. Agricola; C.I.C.O. Soc. Coop. Agricola; PATFRUT
Soc. Coop. Agricola; PEMPACORER Soc. Coop. Cons. Agr.; MIN-
GUZZI SpA Consortile), according to a strict production disciplinary
aimed at the highest quality. Melapiù’s apples come from the heart
of Italy, Emilia Romagna, and in particular from the districts of Fer-
rara, Forlì, Cesena, Ravenna and Bologna.

Direct production: -
Export: 0%
Main target countries: Italy
Certifications: No

Consorzio Melapiù Srl

Via Bela Bartok, 29G
I-44124 Ferrara (FE)

info@melapiù.com

Tel: +39-0532-1881110

Year of foundation: 1994

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT

2019

-
14,400

0%

2018

-
16,200

0%

2017

-
15,500

0%

Fuji
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

AOP Luce, located on the border between Lazio and Campania, was
founded in 2015 from the union of two realities, Giotto and La
Flacca, and is specialized in the production and marketing of fruit
and vegetables. The range of products is very wide and includes va-
rious types of fruit and vegetables from the suitable areas of lower
Lazio, upper Caserta, Apulia and Sicily, where the approximately
100 producers are located with 250 hectares of greenhouses and
about 450 hectares of orchards. In Fondi there is a factory for the
processing and packaging of the products. The factory, where the
fruit is processed, is located in Sessa Aurunca, a volcanic area whose
soils are particularly rich in minerals and climatically ideal for fruit
growing: stone fruit and Melannurca Campana PGI. 90% of pro-
duction is destined for large-scale distribution, mainly in Italy.

Direct production: 100%
Export: 0%
Main target countries: Italy
Certifications: IFS, GlobalG.A.P. + GRASP, BRC

AOP LUCE, Soc. Consortile
Agricola per Azioni

Via Prov.Fondi-Sperlonga km 8+800
I-04022  Fondi (LT)

info@aopluce.com

Tel: +39-0771- 555170
Fax: +39-0771-522501

Year of foundation: 2015

TURNOVER (Euros x 1.000)
PRODUCTION (Tons)
EXPORT

2019

2,731
2,012

0

2018

2,518
1,975

0

2017

2,558
2,069

0

Melannurca
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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A S S O M E L A

Assomela, based in Trento, is the Italian Association of
apple producers. This cooperative, born in 1997, groups
together around 80% of Italy’s apple production and
20% of European apple production and is positioned
as a major player on a national, European and interna-
tional level.
Assomela’s members are among the biggest apples
producers in Europe and export to more than 80 diffe-
rent countries.
Assomela’s mission is summarized in 5 points: 1. To pro-
mote the production and consumption of apples
through informative and promotional initiatives; 2. To
promote and sustain the opening of new markets and
to follow the issues related to export; 3. To coordinate
the activities of our members in the research, innova-
tion and technical assistance sectors; 4. To collect and

organize production and consumption statistics; 5. To
represent the interests of producers with regard to na-
tional and European authorities. 
Together with this kind of activities, Assomela tries to
create common positions and solutions for members'
problems. During the last years Assomela has contribu-
ted to organize its members' participation in trade fairs
around the world, has organized conferences and
events and has participated to the most important mee-
tings worldwide for the fruit sector. 

CONTACTS
Assomela - via del Brennero, 322 - 38121 Trento (Italia) 
www.assomela.it 
email: info@assomela.it 
phone: +39 (0) 461.829323 - fax: +39 (0) 461.829395

L A I M B U R G  R E S E A R C H  C E N T R E

The Laimburg Research Centre, based 30 km south of
Bolzano, is the research centre for agriculture and food
quality in South Tyrol. It is a dependent body of the Au-
tonomous Province of Bolzano and its own legal entity.
It was established in 1975.
Through scientifically sound experimentation and re-
search, Laimburg Research Centre develops know-how,
solutions to problems, and innovations for the South
Tyrolean agriculture and food processing sectors, en-
suring the cultivation and production of high-quality
agricultural products in South Tyrol and making a con-
crete contribution to securing the continued survival
and development of local operations.
Each year, more than 150 staff members work on ap-
proximately 350 research and experimental projects
pertaining to all areas of South Tyrolean agriculture,
from fruit and wine growing to special crops such as
vegetables and berries, mountain agriculture, food pro-
cessing and quality, as well as product innovation for
companies operating in the food sector. In this way,
Laimburg Research Centre covers the entire food pro-

duction chain, from cultivation to the finished product.
The center activities program is coordinated in Advisory
Board meetings with representatives of the South Ty-
rolean agricultural and food processing sectors on an
annual basis. This ensures that the Centre’s research
and experimental programme directly addresses the
concrete needs of agricultural practice in South Tyrol.
Field tests take place on experimental areas with dif-
ferent pedoclimatic conditions located all over South
Tyrol. In Laimburg’s specialised laboratories, reliable
analyses are carried out for research projects on the
one hand, but also as services for private individuals
on the other.
Laimburg Research Centre attaches great value to
quickly and efficiently distributing its research findings
to agricultural practice so that local business benefit.
New scientific findings are passed on to target groups
through consulting organizations, schools, lectures and
workshops, as well as through publications and de-
monstration experiments on pilot stations. In close co-
ordination with schools and universities, Laimburg
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ensures the integration of new knowledge into training
and further education. The Centre’s own open-access
"Laimburg Journal” ensures that research findings
quickly become freely accessible all over the world.
By virtue of the great importance of apple growing in
the agricultural economy of South Tyrol, Laimburg has
become a centre of excellence, at international level,
for research on apples. The Centre has focused, from
the very beginning, on testing varieties and, since
1997, on breeding varieties. Recently, major milestones
have been achieved: the first breed numbers of Laim-
burg’s Apple Variety Breeding Programme has reached
market readiness. Laimburg has applied for Community
plant variety rights protection (CPVR) for two new cul-
tivars. Furthermore, by means of a Europe-wide call for
tenders, the exploitation rights of Laimburg’s Apple Va-
riety Breeding Programme have been awarded to a
bidding consortium including the Consortium of South
Tyrolean Fruit Growers' Cooperatives (VOG) and Veno-
sta Valley Fruit and Vegetable Producers’ Association
ViP.

Digitalization, robotics, automation and artificial intel-
ligence should make possible to produce in a more su-
stainable way, to use the available resources more
sparingly and to make the necessary adjustments to
climate change. In order to make these new technical
possibilities available to agriculture, Laimburg Rese-
arch Centre plans to set up its first digital outdoor la-
boratory for fruit and wine growing, the LIDO
(Laimburg Integrated Digital Orchard). In this field la-
boratory, new methods and technologies such as sen-
sors, (picking) robots, stationary application
technology, forecast models, technologies of data tran-
smission and control in combination - as a system of
systems - will be investigated. 

CONTACT
Laimburg Research Centre - Laimburg 6, I-39040 Ora
(BZ)
www.laimburg.it 
Versuchszentrum@laimburg.it 
tel. +39 0471 969 500 - fax +39 0471 969 599 

I N T E R P O M A

Every two years in November, Bolzano becomes the
apple capital of the world, as more than 20,000 profes-
sionals from 70 different Countries, including interna-
tional buyers and 150 journalists from all over the
world, descend on the city to find out the latest news
from the sector. More than 60% of the trade visitors
now come from outside the Trentino South Tyrol region,
with a strong upward trend from Eastern Europe, North
and South Africa, as well as from almost every Country
of the American continent, such as Canada and USA,
and even from Australia and New Zealand. The Middle
East and Asia are also represented and, of course, the
world's largest apple producer, China. This confirms the
position of Interpoma as the world's only and most im-
portant meeting place for the world of apples.
The success figures, the increasing internationality and
a qualitative excursion and information program con-

firm once again the clear growth trend of this event
since 2006. In addition to the classic showcase of the
sector with international nurseries, the latest agricultu-
ral equipment and the most innovative storage and
packaging technology, the International Interpoma
Congress is the heart of the event.
The agenda of the International Technical Congress al-
ways includes current topics, which are elaborated and
selected within the working group. Above all, however,
an attempt is made to investigate the future of fruit gro-
wing and the fruit industry in general, and to go beyond
the normal day-to-day activities in the cultivation, sto-
rage and marketing of apples.
Interpoma, in collaboration with the South Tyrolean
Apple Consortium and the South Tyrolean Advisory
Council, also offers industry insiders the opportunity to
take part in exclusive group tours of modern South Ty-
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rolean apple farms and marketing operations accom-
panied by apple experts. This are the Interpoma Tours.
In the last few years, Interpoma, the international trade
show on apple production, storage and marketing, has
pursued innovation as its main theme, becoming the
key event for finding out about the development of new
ideas in the apple production sector.

CONTACTS
Fiera Bolzano SpA - 39100 Bolzano 
info@fierabolzano.it - www. fierabolzano.it
tel. +39 0471.516000 - fax. +39 0471.516111

C S O  I TA LY

CSO Italy, based in Ferrara and founded in 1998, is a
unique initiative of its kind in Italy. CSO associates the
leading companies of fruit and vegetables chain all over
the Country, representing production, technologies and
logistics. It’s action has grown over time to aggregate
members from Sicily, in the very South, to Trentino South
Tyrol, in the very North, and to play an important role
in the relationships between the sector and both Italian
and European Institutions.
CSO provides technical services to its 70 members to
boost their competitivness and develops synergies
among them.
The activities are mainly focused on four topics strongly
related to each other. First, the Statistics and Market
Observatory, which analyzes trends and develops fore-
casts on production, consumption and import-export
flows. Second, the Marketing and Communication Ser-
vice, which manages national and European programs
for the promotion of fruit and vegetables in the interest
of partner companies inside and outside the European
Union. Third, Legislation and Projects, whose work is
mainly focused on opening new markets and facing
phytosanitary issues leading them to a solution. Fourth,
Exhibitions and Events, which manages the collective
participation of groups of members to the leading exhi-
bitions in the world.

Since 1999, the area called "Piazza Italia" for some
years and now simply called “Italy”, managed by CSO,
is recognized as the heart of the Italian presence at Fruit
Logistica. In February 2020 the exhibitors inside “Italy”
have been more than 50. The success of “Italy” inside
the first fruit and vegetables exhibition in the world is
underlined  by the recent joining of Fruitimprese (the
national association of Italian f&v exporters), Italia Or-
tofrutta (a national Union of growers) and ICE Agency
in the project. Other exhibitions in which CSO Italy re-
gularly organizes a collettive participation are Fruit At-
traction, Asia Fruit Logistica, Macfrut, PMA and WOP
Dubai.
CSO Italy is member of Freshfel Europe, Prognosfruit,
IKO, Europech and PMA. In 2021 a CSO representative
sits on the board of Freshfel. CSO Italy plays also a role
in the European Institutions, participating as member
in the Civil Dialogue Group Quality and Promotion of
the European Commission: for the year 2021 a repre-
sentative of CSO Italy is the chair of the Group.

CONTACTS
CSO Italy Centro Servizi Ortofrutticoli 
via Bela Bartok 29/G, 44124 Ferrara 
www.csoservizi.com - info@csoservizi.com 
tel. +39 0532.904 511 - fax +39 0532.904 520
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